
  

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE VIDEO RECORDING 

 

The impression of your performance will largely depend on the quality of video, 

there are some advices: 

1. Do not use the digital zoom. Better to put a device for video recording at a 

short distance. 

2. If you're making video on a mobile device (phone, tablet ...), then you should 

place it only in horizontal position. 

3. Recommended to place a device for video recording on a tripod to avoid 

blurry images. 

4. Try to avoid unwanted noise during recording (the sounds behind the scenes, 

and etc.) 

5. Do not put the artist in front of a bright light source (such as a window). 

6. Do not use optical effects (sepia, fast shooting, b / w photo, etc.) 

7. Camera has to be directed to the artist, it must be on the foreground of the 

image.  

8. Do not edit your video and do not make it from several pieces of videos.  

9. Is allowed to use an external microphone (wireless microphone, stereo 

microphone..). 

 

If your original video does not comply with the format, the size of the video file, you can 

use free software to convert video recordings in Internet. 

 

 

Here are some examples of high-quality video recordings: 



Piano 

I category: Mirgulomova Sevinch 

 

Bassoon 

I category: Ilya Masharov 

 

 



Guitar 

IV category: Andjela Ciric   

 

Balalaika 

IV category: Vasilyev Matfey  

 

 



Duo 

IV category: Pavel Zykau, Pavel Galeev 

  

 

 

II category: Nikolaenko Karina, Vais Yan 

 



Piano duo 

II category: Yamskikh Mariya, Sivirina Ksenia (Ensemble Notka)  

 

Singing 

IX category: Nelli Grigoryan   

 



Chamber Ensemble 

I category: Trio Sforzando: Bahtiyorov Sherzod, Binger Iosif-Daniel, Kim Valeriya  

 

 

XVIII category: Ensemble Russian Folk instruments 'Naigrysh'  

 



XVIII category: Ensemble Scherzino (Babenko Vadim, Jepiforova Anna, Ostrovskiy Leonid, 

Skorokhod Svetlana, Stychuk Aleksandr)  

 

 

Choir 

I category: Chorus Assol  

 



VII category: Female choir Radost  

 

Orchestra 

XX category:  Orchestra of Russian folk instruments 

  

 


